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Independent MAPK modules in wound signaling 
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One sentence summary 

Wounding induces the parallel activation of two signaling cascades: a MKK4/5-MPK3/6 

module (rapid) and a JA-dependent MAP3K14-MKK3-MPK1/2/7/14 module (slow) to restrict 

insect feeding. 
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ABSTRACT 

Abiotic and biotic factors cause plant wounding and trigger complex short- and long-term 

responses at the local and systemic levels. These responses are under the control of complex 

signaling pathways, which are still poorly understood. Here, we show that the rapid activation 

of clade-A Mitogen Activated Protein Kinases (MAPKs) MPK3 and MPK6 by wounding 

depends on the upstream MAPK Kinases (MAP2Ks) MKK4 and MKK5 but is independent of 

jasmonic acid (JA) signaling. In addition, this fast module does not control wound-triggered JA 

accumulation in Arabidopsis, unlike its orthologues in tobacco. We also demonstrate that a 

second MAPK module, composed of MKK3 and the clade-C MAPKs MPK1/2/7, is activated 

by wounding in a MKK4/5-independent manner. We provide evidence that the activation of 

this MKK3-MPK1/2/7 module occurs mainly through wound-induced JA production via the 

transcriptional regulation of upstream clade-III MAP3Ks, particularly MAP3K14. We show 

that mkk3 mutant plants are more susceptible to herbivory from larvae of the generalist 

lepidopteran herbivore Spodoptera littoralis, indicating that the MKK3-MPK1/2/7 module is 

involved in counteracting insect feeding.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Wounding is a common stress for plants that can be caused by abiotic factors such as 

wind, heavy rain, hail and snow or during biotic interactions, mostly with herbivorous 

organisms such as insects. Injury may cause severe damage to plant tissues and facilitate the 

entry of pathogens (Savatin et al., 2014). Plants respond to these challenges by activating 

several mechanisms to rapidly heal tissues and restrict potential pathogen entry. The cuticle and 

trichomes are primary constitutive structures that offer a first line of defense involved in 

wounding prevention. When wounding does occur, intracellular molecules released from dead 

cells or damaged cell wall components act as signaling molecules: DAMP (for Damage 

Associated Molecular Pattern) (Maffei et al., 2012). In addition, living cells surrounding 

wounded sites can sense mechanical disturbances through the activation of mechanosensitive 

channels that activate signaling cascades and local responses (Farmer et al., 2014). Such 

responses are mediated by efficient and complex intracellular signaling mechanisms involving 

phosphorylation, lipids, Reactive Oxygen Species (ROS) and calcium (Ca2+) signaling, as well 

as the biosynthesis of phytohormones leading to gene expression reprogramming and long-

distance signaling (Savatin et al., 2014). Of all phytohormones, jasmonates, members of the 

oxylipin family, play a dominant role (Wasternack and Hause, 2013). Jasmonates and in 

particular jasmonic acid (JA), are produced very rapidly by herbivory-induced wounding and 

regulate over 100 wound-induced genes (Reymond et al., 2004). The isoleucine conjugate of 

JA, (+)-7-iso-jasmonoyl-L-isoleucine (JA-Ile), is the bioactive form of jasmonates (Fonseca et 

al., 2009). 

Mitogen-Activated Protein Kinase (MAPK) modules are conserved signaling pathways 

found in all eukaryotes (Colcombet and Hirt, 2008). A MAPK module is minimally composed 

of three kinases: a MAP3K (or MAP2K Kinase), a MAP2K (or MAPK Kinase) and a MAPK, 

which phosphorylate each other, leading to their sequential activation. These kinases are 

encoded by large gene families, for which functional information is incomplete (Colcombet and 

Hirt, 2008). Since their discovery in plants in 1993, a number of MAPK components have been 

described in biotic and abiotic stress signal transduction as well as in developmental processes 

(reviewed in Xu and Zhang, 2015 and Suarez-Rodriguez et al., 2010). They have notably been 

shown to act early during wound signaling. For example, the alfalfa (Medicago sativa) MAPK 

MMK4 and the tobacco (Nicotiana tabacum) Wound-induced protein kinase WIPK are 

activated within minutes upon leaf wounding (Bogre et al., 1997; Seo et al., 1999). Generally, 

after an initial peak 15 min after wounding, their activities decline and return to basal levels 

within 1 h (Bogre et al., 1997; Seo et al., 1995, 1999; Usami et al., 1995). In Arabidopsis 
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(Arabidopsis thaliana), early evidence pointed to the activation of the MAPKs MPK4 and 

MPK6 in response to wounding (Ichimura et al., 2000). Details have filled in over the years to 

provide a better picture of a complete module: a pair of MAP2Ks, MKK4 and MKK5, and a 

pair of MAPKs, MPK3 and MPK6, stimulate ethylene biosynthesis in response to wounding 

(Li et al., 2018). Several early studies also suggested that this MAPK cascade also controlled 

JA production (Ahmad et al., 2016). Indeed, tobacco lines with altered WIPK transcript levels 

adjusted their JA levels up (if WIPK was overexpressed) or down (when it was silenced via 

RNA interference) after wounding (Seo et al., 2007, 1999, 1995). In addition, JA can modulate 

MPK6 activity, suggesting a feedback loop that fine-tunes JA homeostasis (Takahashi et al., 

2007). MAPKs are classified into four clades (A to D); MPK3 and MPK6 belong to the clade 

A, typically recognized as stress-activated MAPKs. However, data also suggested that less-

studied members of the MAPK family can transduce wound signals. For example, wounding 

activates the clade-D MAPK MPK8, as well as the clade-C MAPKs MPK1 and MPK2 

(Takahashi et al., 2011; Ortiz-Masia et al., 2007). 

Arabidopsis MPK1 and MPK2, together with MPK7 and MPK14, comprise the entire 

subgroup of clade-C MAPKs, and function downstream of the atypical MAPK kinase MKK3 

(Colcombet et al., 2016). For instance, the MKK3-MPK7 module was reported to play a role 

during plant–pathogen interactions and drought perception. MPK7 is itself activated by ROS, 

produced when plants are challenged with pathogenic bacteria, or by the drought-induced 

phytohormone abscisic acid (ABA) (Danquah et al., 2015; Dóczi et al., 2007). In agreement, 

mkk3 mutants are hypersensitive to infection by the Gram-negative bacterium Pseudomonas 

syringae DC3000 and are more sensitive to water deficit. In the context of ABA signaling, the 

MKK3-MPK1 module is activated by the clade-III MAP3Ks MAP3K17 and MAP3K18 

through transcriptional up-regulation, an additional step that introduces a delay in the activation 

of the module (Danquah et al., 2015; Boudsocq et al., 2015). In the present study, we 

characterized MAPK-dependent phosphorylation cascades in response to tissue damage. We 

unveil the coexistence of two independent MAPK modules, which are both activated by 

wounding but with different kinetics. We also reexamined the relationship between MAPKs 

and JA biosynthesis and provide evidence that JA production is not controlled by stress-

activated MPK3 or MPK6 in Arabidopsis. 
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RESULTS 

Clade-C MAPK Activation by Wounding Depends Strictly on MKK3  

Some clade-C MAPKs were previously shown to be activated by wounding and to act 

downstream of MKK3 in response to hydrogen peroxide and ABA treatment (Danquah et al., 

2014; Ortiz-Masia et al., 2007; Dóczi et al., 2007). To investigate whether MPK2 also acts 

downstream of MKK3 in the wounding response, we immunoprecipitated MPK2 using a 

specific antibody from wounded leaves of Col-0 (wild type) and mkk3 mutant plants and 

assayed its activity as the ability to phosphorylate the heterologous substrate Myelin Basic 

Protein (MBP). As clade-C MAPK activation by ABA occurs slowly, we collected samples 

over 4 h (Danquah et al., 2015). In Col-0 plants, MPK2 was activated as early as 30 min after 

wounding, and maintained high activity up to 2 h after wounding (Figure 1A). This activation 

was completely abolished in mkk3-1 and mkk3-2 mutants (Figure 1A and Supplemental Figure 

1A) and restored in mkk3-1 plants complemented with the MKK3 gene cloned in-frame with 

YELLOW FLUORESCENT PROTEIN (YFP) (mkk3-1 MKK3-YFP) (Supplemental Figure 1B). 

Because the MPK2-specific antibody is unable to detect MPK2 protein in immunoblots (Ortiz-

Masia et al., 2007), we could not exclude the possibility that the increase in MPK2 activity in 

response to wounding reflects a wound-dependent accumulation of MPK2. To test this 

hypothesis, we introduced a version of the MPK2 gene cloned in-frame with a HA tag (human 

influenza hemagglutinin) in both Col-0 and mkk3-1 genetic backgrounds. Immunoprecipitation 

with an anti-HA antibody revealed a transient increase of MPK2-HA activity with similar 

kinetics as endogenous MPK2 in Col-0, but not in mkk3-1 wounded leaves (Figure 1B). 

Importantly, MPK2-HA protein levels remained constant over the time course (Figure 1B), 

ruling out a contribution from MPK2 translation in the observed rise in MPK2 activity. MPK2 

belongs to clade-C of MAPKs together with MPK1, MPK7 and MPK14. In protoplast assays, 

all four MAPKs (MPK1, MPK2, MPK7 and MPK14, which we will refer to as MPK1/2/7/14 

when mentioned collectively) appear to function in a similar module downstream of MKK3 

(Danquah et al., 2015). To test whether other clade-C MAPKs are activated by wounding, we 

generated plants with MPK1 or MPK7 fused in-frame with a HA tag. When challenged by 

wounding, both MPK1-HA and MPK7-HA displayed a transient activation and followed the 

same kinetics as MPK2 (Supplemental Figure 2A and 2B). We also introduced the MPK7-HA 

construct in the mkk3-1 background, and confirmed the MKK3-dependence of MPK7-HA 

activation, which was not detectable in the mkk3-1 MPK7-HA line (Supplemental Figure 2B). 

In addition, wounding did not affect MPK1-HA or MPK7-HA protein levels (Supplemental 

Figure 2A and 2B). Together, these results demonstrate that wounding activates clade-C 
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MAPKs in an MKK3-dependent manner with kinetics that are considerably slower than 

activation of the well-studied MAPKs MPK3 and MPK6 by the flagellin peptide flg22, which 

occurs within 2 min and peaks around 10-15 min (Supplemental Figure 3) (Ranf et al., 2011). 

 

MKK3 and Clade-III MAP3Ks Interact and Form a Functional Module in Arabidopsis 

Mesophyll Protoplasts 

We had previously suggested that the module composed of MKK3 and MPK1/2/7/14 may 

function downstream of clade-III MAP3Ks, namely MAP3K13 to MAP3K20 (Colcombet et 

al., 2016). Indeed, MKK3 can interact in yeast 2-hybrid (Y2H) assays with a subset of clade-

III MAPKs (MAP3K15 to MAP3K20) but not with any of the tested clade-I or clade-II 

MAP3Ks (Supplemental Figure 4). However, MKK3 did not interact with MAP3K13 or 

MAP3K14. Among all clade-III MAP3Ks, only MAP3K13 and MAP3K14 are predicted to 

contain a transmembrane domain at their C-terminus (Schwacke et al., 2003). As 

transmembrane domains may trigger Y2H false negatives, we generated truncations of 

Activation Domain (AD)-MAP3K13 and AD-MAP3K14 fusions missing the last 143 and 116 

amino acids of the MAP3Ks, respectively, corresponding to the putative transmembrane 

domain. Only then did MKK3 interact with the truncated forms of MAP3K13 and MAP3K14 

in Y2H (Figure 2A). 

To test whether these MKK3-interacting MAP3Ks can activate the downstream kinases 

MKK3-MPK2 in planta, we took advantage of a transient expression system in Arabidopsis 

mesophyll protoplasts. We co-expressed YFP-tagged versions of the eight clade-III MAP3Ks 

and MPK2-HA in protoplasts isolated from mkk3-1 leaves in the absence or presence of MKK3-

Myc as the sole source of MKK3 (Figure 2B). We assayed MPK2 activity after 

immunoprecipitation with an anti-HA antibody. MPK2-HA was activated only when both 

MKK3 and one of the tested MAP3Ks were co-expressed together. Surprisingly, the fusion 

proteins MAP3K13-, MAP3K14-, MAP3K15- and MAP3K16-YFP were barely detectable at 

best, despite their ability to activate MPK2 in a MKK3-dependent manner, demonstrating their 

intact functionality. In the case of MAP3K14, we confirmed that activation of the module 

depended on kinase activity: the kinase-dead variant MAP3K14D140A could not activate the 

MKK3-MPK2 module (Supplemental Figure 5). Overall, these results indicate that clade-III 

MAP3Ks form functional modules with MKK3 and MPK2 (together with other clade-C 

MAPKs) in planta. 
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Wounding Induces the Transcriptional Regulation of Clade-III MAP3K 

We previously demonstrated that the slow activation of MPK7, a close homologue of 

MPK2, by ABA was dependent on de novo protein synthesis (Danquah et al., 2015). To 

determine whether a similar mechanism might be involved in the wound-induced activation of 

MPK2, we sprayed the protein biosynthesis inhibitor cycloheximide (CHX; 100 µM) onto 

plants accumulating HA-tagged versions of MAPKs prior to wounding. After 

immunoprecipitation and kinase assays, we saw no evidence of activation for either MPK1-

HA, MPK2-HA or MPK7-HA in response to wounding, although MAPK protein levels 

remained unchanged (Figure 3A, Supplemental Figure 6). In addition, MKK3-YFP protein 

levels only decreased slightly upon CHX spraying prior to wounding, as seen in mkk3-1 MKK3-

YFP plants (Figure 3B). These results suggest that the activation of clade-C MAPKs requires 

the wound-induced synthesis of proteins acting upstream of MKK3. Transcriptional regulation 

of clade-III MAP3Ks would place a necessary, and conserved, regulatory step to activate clade-

C MAPKs. Using RT-qPCR, we measured the expression of clade-III MAP3K genes in Col-0 

leaves over a wounding time-course (Figure 3C). We observed that MAP3K14 transcript levels 

rose sharply within 15 min post-wounding with peak expression within 30 min. Other MAP3Ks 

(MAP3K15, MAP3K17, MAP3K18 and MAP3K19) were also induced in response to wounding, 

although more moderately, while their transcript levels reached their peak later than MAP3K14, 

1 to 2 h after wounding. These results suggest that although all clade-III MAP3Ks can activate 

the MKK3-MPK2 module, only MAP3K14, MAP3K15, MAP3K17, MAP3K18 and MAP3K19 

may play a role in its activation upon wounding. We also confirmed that wound-induced 

transcriptional upregulation of MAP3Ks led to protein accumulation, taking advantage of a 

previously published map3k17 map3k18 double mutant complemented with a construct bearing 

a YFP-tagged version of the MAP3K18 locus (Danquah et al., 2015). MAP3K18-YFP protein 

did accumulate upon wounding, with the same slow kinetics displayed by MAP3K18 transcript 

accumulation (Supplemental Figure 7). Overall, our expression data are compatible with the 

slow activation of MPK2 by wounding and suggest that MAP3K14 (as well as other clade-III 

MAP3Ks) may play a role in the wound-triggered activation of the MKK3-MPK1/2/7/14 

module. 

MAP3K14 Contributes to MPK2 Activation by Wounding 

To obtain genetic evidence that MAP3K14 contributes to the activation of the MKK3 

module in response to wounding, we first identified homozygous plants carrying a T-DNA 

insertion in the MAP3K14 gene (Supplemental Figure 8A). Surprisingly, MPK2 activation was 
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higher in the map3k14-1 mutant background relative to Col-0 plants (Supplemental Figure 8B). 

However, we realized that the map3k14-1 mutant was not a complete loss of function but rather 

a gain-of-function allele. The T-DNA insertion site, located 1,041 bp downstream of the start 

codon, is predicted to interrupt the MAP3K14 coding sequence by removing a large part of the 

encoded C-terminal tail without affecting the kinase domain. When transfected in mkk3-1 

mesophyll protoplasts, the predicted truncated protein MAP3K14-1 activated the MKK3-

MPK2 module (Supplemental Figure 8C). Importantly, MAP3K14-1 showed a strong 

accumulation in immunoblots, in contrast to MAP3K14, potentially explaining the over-

activation of MPK2 in map3k14-1 and suggesting that the C-terminus of MAP3K14 may 

contain a domain important for protein stability.  

Since no other T-DNA insertion lines besides map3k14-1 were available at this time to 

determine the phenotype associated with a true loss-of function in MAP3K14, we turned to 

CRISPR/Cas9 (Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeats / CRISPR-

associated protein 9) technology to generate two independent genome-edited lines. Both lines 

had a 1 bp insertion at the same position (550 bp downstream of the ATG): the addition of one 

adenine in map3k14-cr1 and the addition of one thymine in map3k14-cr2. The resulting frame 

shift introduces an early STOP codon leading to a truncated kinase domain (Figure 4A). 

map3k14-cr1 and -cr2 plants challenged by wounding exhibited a delayed and weaker 

activation of MPK2 (Figure 4B and Supplemental Figure 9). This result is in agreement with 

MAP3K14 being the only clade-III MAP3K whose transcription is induced at early time points 

after wounding (Figure 3C). Overall, these data support the hypothesis that MAP3K14 initiates 

the wound-mediated activation of the MKK3-MPK2 module, but also indicates that other 

MAP3Ks may take over MPK2 activation at later time points. 

 

Jasmonic Acid Regulates the Activation of the MKK3 Module in Response to Wounding 

Wounding rapidly triggers the biosynthesis of the phytohormone jasmonic acid (JA), its 

isoleucine conjugate JA-Ile, and its precursor cis-OPDA. Their accumulation appears to be 

independent of the MKK3 module, as their levels are not affected by the loss of MKK3 function 

(Figure 5A). We next investigated whether JA plays a role in the wound-triggered activation of 

MAPKs. JA treatment (50 µM) of 10 d-old Col-0 seedlings caused a slow rise in the activity of 

endogenous MPK2 (with a peak at 30-60 min depending on the experiment) that was absent in 

mkk3-1 mutant seedlings (Figure 5B). Similarly, JA treatment resulted in the activation of 

MPK2-HA, MPK1-HA and MPK7-HA without affecting protein levels (Supplemental Figure 

10).  
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JA is perceived by the F-box protein CORONATINE INSENSITIVE1 (COI1); coi1 

mutants are insensitive to JA (JA-Ile) treatment (Katsir et al., 2008b, 2008a). To test whether 

the JA receptor COI1 plays a role in the JA-induced activation of MPK2, we treated coi1 mutant 

seedlings with JA and monitored subsequent MPK2 activity. We observed a reduction in JA-

triggered MPK2 activation in the two mutant alleles tested, coi1-34 and coi1-16 (Supplemental 

Figure 11). Moreover, MPK2 activation was reduced in response to wounding in both coi1-34 

and opr3 (defective in 12-OXOPHYTODIENOATE REDUCTASE 3, one of the enzymes 

involved in JA biosynthesis) (Figure 5C and 5D). Consistent with a role of JA in the signaling 

pathway, the transcriptional upregulation of clade-III MAP3Ks in response to wounding was 

also partially compromised in coi1-34 (Supplemental Figure 12). Taken together, these results 

indicate that JA synthesis and signaling, activate the MKK3-MPK2 module upon wounding, 

likely through the modulation of MAP3K expression. 

 

Rapid Wound-Induced Activation of MPK3 and MPK6 is Independent of MKK3 

Classical stress-responsive MAPKs, such as Medicago SIMK (STRESS‐INDUCED 

MAPK) and SAMK (STRESS-ACTIVATED MAPK), tobacco SIPK (SALICYLIC ACID-

INDUCED PROTEIN KINASE) and WIPK, and their Arabidopsis homologues MPK3 and 

MPK6, define functional modules that are activated by wounding (Meskiene et al., 2003; Seo 

et al., 2007; Li et al., 2018). In our conditions, an antibody raised against the human ERK2 

(EXTRACELLULAR SIGNAL-REGULATED KINASE) phospho-motif pT-E-pY (referred to 

as anti-pTpY here), detected two bands of molecular weights 40-45 kDa in Arabidopsis leaves 

rapidly after wounding (Figure 6A, Supplemental Figure 13A). We conclusively assigned the 

upper band to phosphorylated MPK6, while the lower band corresponds to phosphorylated 

MPK3, based on leaf samples collected 15 min after wounding in the mpk6-2 and mpk3-1 

mutants. These results also confirmed that MPK6 and MPK3 are activated (phosphorylated) in 

response to wounding (Supplemental Figure 13B). Importantly, the wound-induced activation 

of MPK3 or MPK6 was not affected in mkk3-1, mkk3-2, map3k14-1 or map3k14-cr1 mutants 

(Figure 6A, Supplemental Figure 14A-C), but strongly impaired in the mkk4 mkk5 double 

mutant (Figure 6B, Supplemental Figure 13C), as previously described (Li et al., 2018). 

Moreover, MPK3 and MPK6 were not activated by JA treatment, while their activation by 

wounding remained intact in the JA receptor mutant coi1-34 (Supplemental Figure 15). Taken 

together, these results show that two MAPK modules are activated by wounding but with 

different kinetics: a rapid module involving MKK4/5 and MPK3/6, which is independent of JA, 

and a slower module comprised of MKK3 and MPK2, which depends on JA signaling.  
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The MKK3-MPK2 and MKK4/5-MPK3/6 Modules are Independently Activated by 

Wounding 

The fact that the MKK4/5-MPK3/6 module is activated rapidly suggested that it might 

function upstream of MKK3-MPK2. This hypothesis is supported by the observation that the 

tobacco homologues of MPK3 and MPK6, SIPK and WIPK, play a role in wound-induced JA 

biosynthesis (Seo et al., 1999; Heinrich et al., 2018; Seo et al., 1995, 2007). We also showed 

here that JA is an important signal for the activation of MKK3-MPK2 in response to wounding 

in Arabidopsis (Figure 5). To test whether the MKK4/5-MPK3/6 module acts upstream of 

MKK3-MPK2, we compared the activation of MPK2 by wounding in Col-0 and mkk4 mkk5 

double mutant plants (Figure 6B). Although we detected little activation of MPK3 and MPK6 

by wounding in mkk4 mkk5 leaves, MPK2 activation remained essentially normal. This result 

indicates that MPK2 activation does not rely on MKK4/5-MPK3/6 function. Although 

homologues of MPK3/6 in other species were proposed to control JA production, our results 

suggest that neither MPK3 nor MPK6 are involved in the JA-mediated activation of MPK2 by 

wounding. To resolve this conundrum, we tested whether tobacco and Arabidopsis regulate JA 

biosynthesis in a similar fashion. For this purpose, we measured JA levels in Col-0 and mkk4 

mkk5 plants at various time points after wounding (Figure 6C and Supplemental Figure 16). 

Wounding strongly and rapidly increased levels of JA, JA-Ile and cis-OPDA in both Col-0 and 

in mkk4 mkk5 mutants, indicating that the MKK4/5-MPK3/6 module is not involved in wound-

induced JA accumulation.  

 

The MKK3-MPK2 Module is Activated by Spodoptera littoralis Feeding 

The mechanical wounding we subjected plants to partially mimics attacks by herbivorous 

insects. To test whether insects can activate the MAPK pathways we described with comparable 

kinetics, we placed starved Spodoptera littoralis 4th instar larvae on Col-0 leaves and allowed 

them to feed for 15 min, and monitored MAPK activation over 4 h, time zero corresponding to 

first contact between larvae and leaves (Figure 7A). Under these conditions, MPK2 was 

activated after 30 min with a peak after 1 h. The activation of MPK3 and MPK6 was weak and 

restricted to a short time window between 5 and 15 min following contact with larvae (Figure 

7A). MPK2 activation was dependent on MKK3 (Figure 7B) and COI1 (Figure 7C), offering a 

nice parallel to our results in response to wounding, and further suggesting that JA plays a 

prominent role in S. littoralis-triggered MPK2 activation. 
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Lastly, we tested whether the MKK3 module provided a line of defense against insect 

herbivory. We compared the growth of S. littoralis larvae on Col-0 and mkk3-1 plants by 

placing 1st instar larvae on leaves and allowed them to feed on plants for 8 d. We observed a 

significant increase in larval weight when they fed on mkk3-1 leaves (Figure 7D). These results 

demonstrate that the MKK3 module can restrict S. littoralis growth.  

DISCUSSION 

We report here the activation of two independent MAPK modules by wounding in 

Arabidopsis plants (Figure 8). The first module is defined by MKK4/5 and MPK3/6. The second 

module, defined by MKK3 and clade-C MAPKs, was inferred from previous preliminary 

information (Ortiz-Masia et al., 2007). These two modules are activated independently of each 

other and with very distinct kinetics. We also demonstrate that jasmonic acid, which is produced 

in response to wounding and to herbivore attacks, is a critical mediator for the activation of the 

MKK3 module.  

Defining General Late Responsive Signaling Modules with clade-III MAP3Ks, MKK3 

and Clade-C MAPKs 

Our data suggest that the MKK3-MPK2 module is activated through the transcriptional 

upregulation of several clade-III MAP3Ks in response to JA and wounding. Among them, 

MAP3K14 shows the highest and fastest rise in expression upon wounding. Consistent with 

these observations, we documented a reduction in MPK2 activation upon wounding specifically 

at early time points in loss-of-function map3k14 genome-edited lines. We also observed a 

stronger wound-induced MPK2 activation in the gain-of function allele map3k14-1, which 

accumulates a truncated and more stable form of MAP3K14. In addition, other members of 

clade-III MAP3Ks, such as MAP3K17, MAP3K18, MAP3K19 and MAP3K20, which are all 

induced by wounding but at a later time point and to a lesser extent, may sustain the activation 

of MPK2 after the initial activation triggered by MAP3K14. Among the eight clade-III MAP3K 

proteins, only MAP3K13 and MAP3K14 have a carboxyl-terminal extension that may encode 

a transmembrane domain, possibly suggesting a specific role at a cellular membrane, a location 

thought to play a role in cellular wound sensing (Farmer et al., 2014). Unfortunately, we failed 

to detect any fluorescent signal in lines expressing MAP3K14-YFP upon wounding, suggesting 

either a very low expression level of MAP3K14 or that adding a YFP tag at the C-terminus of 

the protein reduced MAP3K14 stability. As expected in a process requiring de novo translation, 
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the general protein biosynthesis inhibitor cycloheximide abolished the wound-induced 

activation of MPK2. de novo synthesis of MAP3Ks has been well documented in the past: for 

instance, the activation of the MKK3-MPK7 module by drought requires the accumulation of 

MAP3K18 protein in an ABA-dependent manner (Danquah et al., 2015; Boudsocq et al., 2015). 

We describe here the activation of the MKK3 module in response to another stress (wounding) 

by the transcriptional upregulation, and subsequent rise in protein synthesis, of MAP3Ks. This 

new result suggests that MAPK signaling pathways with slow kinetics are more general than 

initially thought. The module may therefore broadly regulate a second layer of events in 

response to environmental constraints (Colcombet et al., 2016). 

MKK3 modules have been far less characterized than the classic stress-activated module 

MKK4/5-MPK3/6. An obvious explanation lies in its rather atypical slow activation, which was 

unexpected; textbooks often state that MAPK modules act early and quickly in signaling 

cascades. In addition, the activity of clade-C MAPKs has thus far never been detected using in-

gel kinase assays. Nevertheless, phosphorylated (and thus activated) peptides from clade-C 

MAPKs do appear in phosphoproteomic datasets, suggesting that they are often activated. For 

example, phosphorylation of MPK1 and/or MPK2 was reported in response to ABA (Umezawa 

et al., 2013) and DNA damage-inducing radiation (Roitinger et al., 2015). Interestingly, the 

anti-pT-E-pY antibody detected an additional phosphorylated protein in map3k14-1, which 

over-activates MPK2 in response to wounding; the apparent molecular weight of this new band 

is smaller than MPK3 or MPK6 and follows the expected kinetics fitting clade-C MAPK 

activation (Supplemental Figure 14B). This suggests that clade-C MAPKs are tightly controlled 

to avoid full activation. More globally, transcriptional upregulation of clade-III MAP3Ks by 

stress may occur very often based on expression datasets (Winter et al., 2007; Zimmermann et 

al., 2004), and suggests crucial roles for MKK3 modules in perception of the environment. 

Notably, MAP3K13, MAP3K18 and MAP3K20 are induced by multiple environmental signals, 

including osmotic, salt and drought stress. While MKK3 constitutes a hub in the module, the 

related MAP3Ks and MAPKs are encoded by multigenic families. Signal specificity is 

conferred by the transcriptional regulation of the upstream MAP3K genes, although we cannot 

exclude that MAP3K activity is also directly modulated by the imposed stress, as suggested in 

ABA signaling (Matsuoka et al., 2015; Mitula et al., 2015). How signal specificity is achieved 

is less clear for MAPKs: MPK1/2/7/14 appear to be activated by stress in the same way, based 

on protoplast experiments and immunoprecipitation from plant tissues (Danquah et al., 2015). 

We hypothesize that specificity results from cell- or tissue-specific expression of MAPKs or of 

their target substrates. This should be an important point to address in the future. 
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Last, MKK3 has also been proposed to function upstream of MPK6 and MPK8 in various 

contexts such as blue light, dark-to-light transitions and ROS homeostasis (Sethi et al., 2014; 

Takahashi et al., 2007, 2011; Lee, 2015). We previously reported on the lack of such functional 

connections when combining these kinases in a protoplast transient expression system 

(Danquah et al., 2015). In agreement, the present work failed to discover a functional link 

between MKK3 and MPK6 in the context of wounding. Nonetheless, it is possible that such 

connections may exist in other physiological contexts and in specific cell types or tissues 

(Colcombet et al., 2016). 

 

Is Wound-Induced JA Production Connected to MAPK Modules? 

The phytohormone JA plays a critical role in wound responses (Wasternack, 2018). It is 

massively produced within a few minutes after wounding by chloroplast- and peroxisome-

localized biosynthetic enzymes and is involved both in local and long-distance signaling 

(Wasternack and Hause, 2013; Koo et al., 2009). Plants impaired in JA biosynthesis or signaling 

exhibit weakened responses to wounding and are much more susceptible to chewing insects 

(Howe and Jander, 2008). The JA core signaling pathway is well described (Thines et al., 2007; 

Chini et al., 2007): JASMONATE ZIM DOMAIN (JAZ) proteins sequester transcription 

factors, notably basic helix-loop-helix (bHLH) factors such as MYC2 to prevent their activation 

of JA-responsive genes. The binding of the bioactive form of JA, JA-Ile, to the COI1 receptor, 

an F-Box protein that forms an E3 ubiquitin ligase SCF complex with Skp and Cullin proteins, 

increases the affinity of COI1 for JAZ proteins, triggering their ubiquitination and consequent 

proteasome-dependent degradation. The released transcription factors are then free to modulate 

gene expression (Thines et al., 2007). We observed a reduction in the activation of MPK2 

triggered by wounding in the opr3 and coi1 mutants, which are impaired in JA biosynthesis and 

signaling, respectively. We can therefore conclude that the activation of the MKK3-

MPK1/2/7/14 module occurs downstream of JA signaling and biosynthesis. The residual 

activation in these mutants may arise from the existence of JA-independent pathways 

controlling MAP3K transcriptional regulation in response to wounding. An alternative 

explanation may build upon the fact that these are not complete loss-of-function mutants. In 

fact, opr3 mutant still produces some JA-Ile (Chini et al., 2018), while coi1-34 is clearly not a 

full loss-of-function allele since it is only partially male-sterile, unlike coi1 null mutants (Acosta 

et al., 2013). Surprisingly, the up-regulation of MAP3K transcripts triggered by wounding is 

only mildly blocked in the two JA mutants, although the activation of MAPKs is itself strongly 

reduced. It is possible that the levels of active MAP3Ks are limiting and titrated by competition 
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between their targets. Alternatively, full activation of MAP3Ks may also require a JA-

dependent modification (i.e. phosphorylation) in addition to the transcriptional induction of 

their encoding genes. Only the inactivation of both transcriptional and post-translational 

regulations would lead to a strong reduction of MPK2 activation. This last hypothesis is 

supported by the fact that MAP3K18 intrinsic activity increases upon ABA treatment 

(Matsuoka et al., 2015; Mitula et al., 2015). 

These results add a new layer of complexity in the chain of events triggered by JA 

perception. An open question remains: what is controlled by the JA-activated MKK3 module? 

MKK3-related modules regulate ROS homeostasis in response to wounding, but they were 

proposed to act upstream of the clade-D MAPK MPK8 (Takahashi et al., 2011). Recently, the 

MAP2K inhibitor PD98059 was shown to reduce JA-triggered activation of enzymes involved 

in ascorbate and glutathione metabolism in maize (Zea mays) leaves (Shan and Sun, 2018). 

Together, these results point to redox homeostasis as a putative target of the MKK3 module in 

the general response to wounding and JA. 

The signaling pathway leading from wound signaling to JA biosynthesis is largely 

unknown. One known event is a transient increase in cytosolic Ca2+  (Maffei et al., 2004; Kiep 

et al., 2015) that is then decoded by Ca2+-sensing proteins. Two CALMODULIN-LIKE (CML) 

proteins, CML37 and CML42, were identified as positive and negative regulators, respectively, 

of JA-mediated defense in Arabidopsis plants after herbivore attack (Vadassery et al., 2012; 

Scholz et al., 2014). While CML42 very likely affects the binding of JA-Ile to the receptor, 

CML37 regulates the expression of JASMONATE RESISTANT1 (JAR1), the enzyme catalyzing 

JA-Ile formation. Our work shows that JA synthesis is not under the control of MPK3 or MPK6. 

This is surprising, as the tobacco homologues of MPK3 and MPK6 (WIPK and SIPK) modulate 

JA levels in response to wounding (Seo et al., 1999, 1995, 2007; Heinrich et al., 2018). This 

apparent discrepancy might be explained by different experimental conditions used in each 

study. For example, we took advantage of the mkk4 mkk5 double mutant (Zhao et al., 2014), in 

which the activation of MPK3 and MPK6 by wounding is strongly reduced, although not fully 

abolished. It is possible that the residual and weak activation of MPK3 and MPK6 is sufficient 

to trigger downstream events such as JA biosynthesis. Nevertheless, this possibility is unlikely 

since this mutant is clearly compromised in wound-induced ethylene biosynthesis (Li et al., 

2018). Alternatively, and more appealingly, these results suggest that homologous MAPKs may 

not regulate the same responses in various plant species, despite being activated in the same 

manner by a given stress. This might illustrate diverging adaptation strategies between tobacco 

and Arabidopsis. 
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MPK3 and MPK6 are very well characterized stress-responsive MAPKs. Many of their 

substrates have been identified in the context of Microbe-Associated Molecular Pattern 

(MAMP) signaling (Bigeard et al., 2015; Rayapuram et al., 2018; Bigeard and Hirt, 2018). 

However, very little is known about their functions in response to other types of stress, 

including wounding. The first report of a role for MKK4/5-MPK3/6 module in wound signaling 

came from the observation that they induced the transcription of 1-AMINOCYCLOPROPANE-

1-CARBOXYLATE SYNTHASE (ACS) genes and thus ethylene biosynthesis in Arabidopsis (Li

et al., 2018). Interestingly, the same module is involved in ethylene biosynthesis in response to 

flg22 and to infection by the fungus Botrytis (Li et al., 2012; Liu and Zhang, 2004). This 

regulation occurs through both a direct phosphorylation-dependent stabilization of the ACS6 

enzyme and an up-regulation of ACS genes by the phosphorylation-dependent activation of the 

WRKY33 transcription factor. In rice, OsMPK1, the closest homologue of Arabidopsis MPK6, 

was shown to interact with and phosphorylate WRKYs in vitro (Yoo et al., 2014). It is worth 

noting that cycloheximide, a potent blocker of MKK3 module activation (Figure 3), is also a 

strong activator of MPK3 and MPK6 (Supplemental Figure 17) and triggers the transcriptional 

up-regulation of a large fraction of MAMP-regulated genes (Navarro et al., 2004). Overall, 

these data suggest that the MKK4/5-MPK3/6 module may be involved in the control of gene 

expression in response to wounding in the same way as other stresses (Frei dit Frey et al., 2014). 

Roles of MAPKs in Interactions with Herbivores 

MAPKs also play an important role in plant-herbivore interactions (Hettenhausen et al., 

2017). Early studies in tobacco showed that WIPK was activated rapidly by wounding and that 

WIPK-silenced plants had reduced levels of defense-related genes and JA (Seo et al., 1995). In 

coyote tobacco (Nicotiana attenuata), mechanical wounding and oral secretions of the 

herbivore Manduca sexta activate SIPK and WIPK within 5 min (Wu et al., 2007). In 

Arabidopsis, grasshopper oral secretions enhance the wound-induced activation of MPK3 and 

MPK6 (Schäfer et al., 2011). In tomato (Solanum lycopersicum), M. sexta feeding also activated 

the WIPK and SIPK homologues SlMPK3 and SlMPK1/2, respectively, while silencing 

SlMPK1/2 reduces herbivory-induced JA levels, allowing greater growth of larvae (Kandoth et 

al., 2007). However, other studies in both tobacco species (N. tabacum and N. attenuata) 

revealed a more complex picture in the JA-MAPKs relationship depending on the herbivore. In 

response to wounding, tobacco MPK4 is activated in minutes and silencing the encoding gene 

compromises the induction of JA-responsive genes (Gomi et al., 2005). By contrast, silencing 

NaMPK4 affects neither JA production nor resistance to the generalist herbivore S. littoralis, 
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but increases resistance to M. sexta (Hettenhausen et al., 2017). This indicates that some 

functions of MPK4 are specific to particular herbivore interactions and that further studies will 

be necessary to clarify the role of different MAPK modules in wound- and herbivory-induced 

JA signaling.  
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METHODS 

Plant Material 

mkk3-1, coi1-34 (Acosta et al., 2013), opr3, mpk3-1, mpk6-2 (Galletti et al., 2011), mkk4 

mkk5 (Su et al., 2017) and map3k17 map3k18 MAP3K18-YFP (Danquah et al., 2015) were 

described previously. mkk3-2 (SALK_208528) and map3k14-1 (Gabi_653B01) were identified 

in public databases and ordered from the Nottingham Arabidopsis Stock Centre 

(Arabidopsis.info).  

To create genome-edited alleles of MAP3K14 by CRIPSR/Cas9, we generated CRISPR 

guide sgRNAs targeting MAP3K14 by cloning primers Cs9-3K14-F and Cs9-3K14-R into 

vector pDGE65 according to Ordon et al. (2016). The resulting construct, pDGE65-

MAP3K14CR, was introduced into Agrobacterium tumefaciens (Agrobacterium) strain C58C1 

and used to transform Arabidopsis Col-0 plants by the floral dipping method (Clough and Bent, 

1998). We selected 20 primary transformants resistant to the herbicide BASTA, and determined 

the number of T-DNA insertions using the segregation of the BASTA-resistance in T2 plants. 

To eliminate the pDGE65-MAP3K14CR T-DNA, BASTA-sensitive T2 seedlings were rescued 

by careful transfer into pots. After recovery, we genotyped them for the presence of mutations 

in MAP3K14, as well as for the absence of mutations in MAP3K13, its closest homologue. We 

also confirmed the absence of the pDGE65-MAP3K14CR T-DNA in the genome by PCR. We 

identified two independent and homozygous lines (map3k14–cr1 and map3k14–cr2). 

To generate constructs that add HA- or YFP-tags to selected kinases, we amplified the 

full MPK1, MPK2, MPK7 and MKK3 loci (much of the promoter, 5’ UTR, exons and introns 

up to the STOP codon) using appropriate primers (Supplemental Table 1) with high-fidelity 

iProof DNA polymerase (Bio-Rad). We then digested the resulting PCR products with 

appropriate restriction enzymes and cloned them in-frame with HA or YFP tags using in-house 

binary vectors derived from pGREEN0229. The final vectors were named pGREEN0229-

MPK1-HA, pGREEN0229-MPK2-HA, pGREEN0229-MPK7-HA and pGREEN0229-MKK3-

YFP. Their sequences are provided as Supplemental Table 2. Vectors were introduced into 

Agrobacterium strain C58C1 containing the pSOUP helper plasmid (Hellens et al., 2000), and 

then used to transform Col-0 or mkk3-1 plants with the floral dipping method (Clough and Bent, 

1998). We identified homozygous lines by segregation analysis of resistance to BASTA. 
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ORF Cloning and Protoplast Expression 

Constructs for protoplast experiments (MKK3-Myc, MKK3-EE-Myc, MPK2-HA, 

MAP3K17-YFP and MAP3K18-YFP) were previously reported (Danquah et al., 2015). Others 

were generated for this work. Briefly, we amplified open reading frames (ORFs) from Col-0 

genomic DNA using appropriate primers (Supplemental Table 1) and cloned the PCR products 

in pDONR207 using Gateway technology (Invitrogen). We amplified ORFs with and without 

the STOP codon in a single reaction by using reverse degenerate primers (see sequences in 

Supplemental Table 1). We identified clones lacking the STOP codon by restriction digest 

(ORFs lacking the STOP codon contain a BamHI restriction site) and by sequencing. 

Sequenced ORFs without STOP were then recombined into p2GWF7 to generate 

MAP3K-YFP C-terminal fusions for protoplast experiments (MAP3K13-YFP, MAP3K14-YFP, 

MAP3K15-YFP, MAP3K16-YFP, MAP3K19-YFP, MAP3K20-YFP). To generate p2GWF7-

MAP3K14-1, we amplified a PCR product with primers p35S and pMAP3K4-1 using p2GWF7-

MAP3K14 as a template and then cloned it into p2GWF7-MAP3K14 at the BamHI and HindIII 

restriction sites. Both vector sequences are provided in Supplemental Table 2. We introduced 

the D140A mutation into p2GWF7-MAP3K14 and p2GWF7-MAP3K14-1 following a PCR-

based mutagenesis. Briefly, full vectors p2GWF7-MAP3K14 and p2GWF7-MAP3K14-1 were 

amplified using high-fidelity iProof DNA polymerase (Bio-Rad) and primers 3K14-D140A-F 

and 3K14-D140A-R bearing the D140A mutation (Supplemental Table 1). The non-mutated 

methylated templates p2GWF7-MAP3K14 and p2GWF7-MAP3K14-1 were removed by 

digestion with DpnI (NEB biolabs) and remaining mutated plasmids were transformed in 

Escherichia coli DH5alpha. Plasmids from individual colonies were verified by sequencing. 

MAPK-HA immunoprecipitation and kinase assays were performed as previously described 

(Danquah et al., 2015). 

Yeast 2-Hybrid Assay 

Constructs BD-MKK3, AD-MAP3K17 and AD-MAP3K18 were previously reported 

(Danquah et al., 2015). Additional constructs were generated using gateway technology 

(Invitrogen) by recombining sequenced ORFs with STOP (see previous section) into pDEST22 

to generate AD-MAP3K fusions (AD-MAP3K13, AD-MAP3K14, AD-MAP3K15, AD-

MAP3K16, AD-MAP3K19, AD-MAP3K20). We then removed the DNA fragment coding for 

the putative transmembrane domain from pDEST22-MAP3K13 and pDEST22-MAP3K14 using 

a  PCR-based deletion protocol identical to the one described for site-specific mutations above 

and appropriate primers (Supplemental Table 1). Yeast 2-hybrid assays were performed as 
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previously described except that the selective medium was generated with 0.2% dropout 

medium lacking Trp, Leu and Ura [US Biological] (Berriri et al., 2012). 

Wounding Experiments 

Single plants were grown on soil pellets (Jiffy-7 38mm Pellet-Pack, Ref # 32204011, Jiffy 

Products International AS, Norway) in a Percival growth chamber under a 12 h light (80-100 

μE.m−2.s−1 provided by Soft White Fluorescent Tubes [Philips F17T8/TL830/PLUS/ALTO]) / 

12 h dark photoperiod at 22°C and 70% humidity for 4 weeks before experiments. Genotypes 

were randomized within the tray to avoid position bias. For each sample, three fully-expanded 

leaves from three Arabidopsis rosettes were wounded three times using tweezers (5 mm round 

tip with line-serrated surfaces). Wounding was performed at such a time as to harvest samples 

(3 leaves x 3 plants) 7-8 h after lights on (see Supplemental Protocol for details). For 

cycloheximide treatments, we sprayed a solution containing 100 µM CHX (Sigma-Aldrich, 

Ref# C4859) in 0.03% DMSO onto rosettes 150 min before collecting samples. We also sprayed 

control rosettes with 0.03% DMSO alone as mock treatment. Samples were frozen in liquid 

nitrogen, ground using either mortar and pestle or a Tissuelyser II (Qiagen) and kept at –80°C 

before further investigation. Experiments were typically repeated 3 times with plants grown 

independently.  

JA Experiments 

For JA-treated samples, seeds were sterilized (15 min in 70% EtOH) and 20-30 seedlings 

were grown in small petri dishes (diameter 6 cm) containing 8 mL half-strength Murashige and 

Skoog (MS) medium supplemented with 1% sucrose for 10 d under a 16 h light/ 8 h night 

photoperiod at 22°C. Seedlings were then treated with 0.1% ethanol (mock) or 50 µM JA 

(Sigma-Aldrich, ref # J2500). To stop treatments, seedlings were rapidly (< 20 sec) wiped with 

a paper towel and frozen in liquid nitrogen. 

Jasmonate content in Arabidopsis leaves was analyzed by LC-MS as described previously 

(Almeida-Trapp et al., 2014). 

Insect Experiments 

Larvae of the generalist lepidopteran species Spodoptera littoralis were reared as 

previously published (Vadassery et al., 2012). To monitor MPK2 activation or measure oxylipin 

production in response to insect, 4th instar larvae were starved overnight prior to plant feeding 

for 1 or 3 h. To monitor MPK3/MPK6 activation, larvae were allowed on plants for 15 min 
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before being removed. For long-term feeding assays (8 d), we used 1st instar larvae as described 

by Vadassery et al. (2012). Plant samples were frozen in liquid nitrogen and ground to a fine 

powder. We kept different plant lines separated from each other when used in the same 

experiment to avoid plant-to-plant contact; all plant positions were also randomized during the 

experimental setup. 

Kinase Assays and Immunoblots 

A detailed kinase assay protocol for plant samples is provided (Supplemental Protocol). 

Kinase assays using α-MPK2 (Ortiz-Masia et al., 2007), α-HA (Sigma H6908), α-MPK3 

(Sigma M8318) and α-MPK6 (Sigma A7104) antibodies were performed as previously 

described (Danquah et al., 2015; Ortiz-Masia et al., 2007). It should be noted that α-MPK2 

antibodies can specifically immunoprecipitate MPK2, although they fail to detect the protein 

on immunoblots of total proteins (Ortiz-Masia et al., 2007). 

Protein levels were monitored by immunoblotting following Bio-Rad recommendations. 

Proteins were separated in 10% SDS-PAGE gels and transferred onto PVDF membranes (Bio-

Rad). Membranes were blocked in 5% (w/v) non-fat dry milk except for α-pTpY for which we 

used 5% Bovine Serum Albumin (Sigma). The following primary antibodies were used: α-HA 

(Roche 11867431001; 1: 10,000 dilution), α-Myc (Sigma C3956; 1: 10,000 dilution), α-GFP 

(Roche 11814460001; 1: 5,000 dilution), α-MPK3 (Sigma M8318; 1: 5,000 dilution), α-MPK6 

(Sigma A7104; 1: 5,000 dilution)) and α-pTpY (Cell Signaling 4370S; 1: 10,000 dilution). The 

following HRP-coupled secondary antibodies were used :α-rat (Sigma A9037, 1: 10,000), α-

rabbit (Sigma A6154, 1/20,000) and α-mouse (Sigma A5906, 1: 10,000). HRP activity was 

detected with a Clarity Western ECL Substrate reaction kit (Bio-Rad) and a ChemiDoc Imagers 

(Bio-Rad). Blots were stained with Coomassie Brilliant Blue for protein visualization. 

RT-qPCR analysis 

For gene expression analysis, plants were collected at indicated times and frozen in liquid 

nitrogen. RNA extraction was performed with Qiagen RNeasy plant mini kit, and first-strand 

cDNA synthesis was initiated with SuperScript II reverse transcriptase (InVitrogen). RT-qPCR 

analysis was performed as previously described on a CFX384 TouchTM Real-Time PCR 

Detection System (Bio-Rad) with  SYBR Green® Premix Ex Taq™ (Tli RNase H Plus) 

(Takara, RR420W). RT-qPCR primers are listed in Supplemental Table 1 (Danquah et al., 2015). 
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Accession Numbers 

Sequence data from this article can be found in the Arabidopsis Genome Initiative or 

GenBank/EMBL databases under the following accession numbers: At1g10210 (MPK1), 

At1g59580 (MPK2), At3g45640 (MPK3), At2g43790 (MPK6), At2g18170 (MPK7), 

At5g40440 (MKK3), At1g51660 (MKK4), At3g21220 (MKK5), At1g07150 (MAP3K13), 

At2g30040 (MAP3K14), At5g55090 (MAP3K15), At4g26890 (MAP3K16), At2g32510 

(MAP3K17), At1g05100 (MAP3K18), At5g67080 (MAP3K19) At3g50310 (MAP3K20) and 

At3g18780 (ACTIN2). 

SUPPLEMENTAL DATA 

Supplemental Figure 1. MPK2 activation by wounding depends on MKK3. 

Supplemental Figure 2. MPK1 and MPK7 are activated by wounding. 

Supplemental Figure 3. flg22 rapidly and transiently activates MPK3 and MPK6 in leaf 

punches. 

Supplemental Figure 4. MKK3 and clade-III MAP3Ks interact in a yeast 2-hybrid assay. 

Supplemental Figure 5. MAP3K14 activity is necessary for MKK3-MPK2 activation. 

Supplemental Figure 6. MPK1 and MPK7 activations by wounding require protein synthesis. 

Supplemental Figure 7. MAP3K18 accumulates in response to wounding. 

Supplemental Figure 8. MPK2 Activation by wounding is higher in map3k14-1. 

Supplemental Figure 9. Quantification of MPK2 activation by wounding in map3k14-cr1 and 

map3k14-cr2 lines. 

Supplemental Figure 10. MPK1, MPK2 and MPK7 are activated by JA. 

Supplemental Figure 11. JA-triggered MPK2 activation is impaired in mutants of JA receptor. 

Supplemental Figure 12. The coi1-34 mutant reduces the expression of some wounding-

induced MAP3Ks. 

Supplemental Figure 13. MPK3 and MPK6 activation depends on MKK4/MKK5 but not on 

MKK3: mpk and mkk mutant profiles. 

Supplemental Figure 14. MPK3 and MPK6 activation depends on MKK4/MKK5 but not on 

MKK3: mkk3 and map3k14 genome edited lines. 

Supplemental Figure 15. MPK3 and MPK6 activity is independent of JA. 

Supplemental Figure 16. Oxylipin contents in mkk4 mkk5. 

Supplemental Figure 17. MPK3 and MPK6 are activated by cycloheximide treatment. 

Supplemental Table 1. Primers used in this study. 
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Supplemental Table 2. Sequences of some plasmids used in this work. 

Supplemental File 1. Statistical analysis. 

Supplemental Protocol: Typical sample preparation and kinase assay to monitor kinase 

activity after wounding. 
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Figure 1. MPK2 Activation by Wounding Depends on MKK3 

(A) Kinase activity of MPK2 after immunoprecipitation with an anti-MPK2 specific antibody

from Col-0 and mkk3-1 leaves following wounding at the indicated times. Results were repeated

2-5 times depending on the time point.

(B) Kinase activity of MPK2 after immunoprecipitation with an anti-HA antibody from leaves

of plants expressing an HA-tagged version of MPK2 in Col-0 and mkk3-1 leaves following

wounding at the indicated times. Protein amount was monitored by immunoblot using an anti-

HA antibody. Equal loading was controlled by Coomassie staining of the membrane. RbcL:

RubisCo large subunit. Results were repeated 2-5 times depending on the time point.
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Figure 2. Functional reconstitution of MKK3 modules 

(A) Yeast two-hybrid analysis of the interaction between MKK3 and full-length or C-terminal

truncated forms (Δ) of MAP3K13 and MAP3K14. EV: Empty Vector. One typical experiment

out of three is shown.

(B) Kinase activity of HA-immunoprecipitated MPK2 transiently expressed in mkk3-1

mesophyll protoplasts in the presence or absence of MKK3-Myc and YFP-tagged clade-III

MAP3Ks. Immunoblots show protein expression levels. Equal loading was controlled by

Coomassie staining of the membrane. RbcL: RubisCo large subunit. Results were repeated 2-5

times depending on the MAP3K.
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Figure 3. MPK2 activation by wounding requires protein synthesis 

(A, B) Kinase activity of MPK2 after immunoprecipitation with anti-HA (A) and anti-MPK2 

(B) antibodies from leaves of indicated genetic background following 100 µM CHX or mock

treatment (0.03% DMSO) spraying prior to wounding. Protein amount was monitored by

immunoblot using anti-HA (A) and anti-GFP (B) antibodies. Equal loading was controlled by

Coomassie staining of the membrane. RbcL: RubisCo large subunit. Results were repeated

three times.

(C) RT-qPCR analysis of clade-III MAP3K genes in response to wounding. Transcript levels

are expressed relative to ACTIN2 as reference gene. Values are mean ± SE of 3-4 biological

replicates. Asterisks indicate statistical differences compared to time zero (Mann-Whitney test;

α=1%).
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Figure 4. MAP3K14 plays a role in the activation of MPK2 by wounding 

(A) Genomic structure of MAP3K14 and CRISPR lines used in this work.

(B) Kinase activity of MPK2 after immunoprecipitation with an anti-MPK2 antibody from Col-

0, map3k14-cr1 and map3k14-cr2 leaves following wounding. Results were repeated four

times.
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Figure 5. JA is involved in MKK3-MPK2 activation by wounding 

(A) JA, JA-Isoleucine and Cis-OPDA contents in wounded leaves of indicated genetic

backgrounds. Values are mean ± SE of 3 biological replicates. Asterisks indicate statistical

differences compared to Col-0, at each time point (Mann-Whitney test; α=5%).

(B) Kinase activity of MPK2 after immunoprecipitation with an anti-MPK2 specific antibody

from Col-0 and mkk3-1 in vitro seedlings following 50 µM JA or mock (0.1% ethanol)

treatments. Results were repeated 2-3 times depending on time points.

(C, D) Kinase activity of MPK2 after immunoprecipitation with an anti-MPK2 specific

antibody from leaves of indicated genetic backgrounds following wounding at indicated times.

One typical experiment from two is shown.
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Figure 6. MKK4/5-MPK3/6 are not involved in wound-induced JA production 

(A, B) Kinase activity of MPK2 after immunoprecipitation with an anti-MPK2 specific 

antibody from Col-0 (A, B), mkk3-1 (A) and mkk4 mkk5 (B) leaves following wounding at 

indicated times. MPK3/6 activation was monitored by immunoblot using an antibody raised 

against the phosphorylated form of ERK2 (anti-pTpY). Equal loading was controlled by 

Coomassie staining of the membrane. RbcL: RubisCo large subunit. Results were repeated 2-3 

times depending on the time point. 

(C) JA, JA-Isoleucine and Cis-OPDA contents in wounded leaves of Col-0 and mkk4 mkk5.

Values are mean ± SE of 3 biological replicates. None of the comparisons between Col-0 and

mkk4 mkk5 are statistically different (Mann-Whitney test; α=5%).
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Figure 7. MKK3-MPK2 module is activated by Spodoptera littoralis feeding 

(A) Kinase activity of MPK2 after immunoprecipitation with an anti-MPK2 specific antibody

from leaves on which S. littoralis fed during 15 min before being removed (at T=15’). MPK3/6

activation was monitored by immunoblot using an antibody raised against the phosphorylated

form of ERK2 (anti-pTpY). Equal loading was controlled by Coomassie staining of the

membrane. RbcL: RubisCo large subunit. Results were repeated twice.

(B, C) Kinase activity of MPK2 after immunoprecipitation with an anti-MPK2 specific

antibody from leaves on which S. littoralis fed for 1 to 3 h in Col-0 and coi1-34. One typical

experiment out of two is shown.

(D) Weight of S. littoralis caterpillars after feeding for 8 d on Col-0 and mkk3-1 rosettes. Box

plot shows distribution of caterpillar weight (n>120 in 5 biological replicates). Crosses show

averages of biological replicates (39.5 ± 5.2 for Col-0 [n=5] and 54.4 ± 6.6 mg for mkk3-1

[n=7]; statistical difference based on Mann-Whitney test; α=2.5%).
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Figure 8. Working model of MAPK activation by wounding 

Wounding and insect feeding activate two MAPK modules: 1) a rapid one composed of 

MKK4/5-MPK3/6 which regulates notably ethylene production and 2) a slower one composed 

of clade-III MAP3Ks-MKK3-MPK1/2/7/14, whose activation is under the control of a JA-

dependent production of MAP3Ks. Drought also activates MAP3Ks-MKK3-MPK1/2/7/14 

through an ABA-dependent step.  
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